Design and Implementation of Spatial Data Mining System (M-SDM) based on MATLAB
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Abstract—Taking the design of data analyzing software for imaging brain function — SPM (Statistical Parameters Mapping) for reference, this study combined MATLAB, GIS and SDM organically, constructed an SDM system framework on MATLAB platform, integrated the major algorithms such as spatial association rule mining, spatial clustering analyzing, decision tree analyzing and so on, and applied the system in land-use spatial database, aiming at enhancing the efficiency of massive data processing and enlarging the application of MATLAB in spatial data mining, spatial vector data processing and other aspects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Through out the 1990s, the concept of Spatial Data Mining (SDM) was put forward. Since then, the data mining and knowledge discovery based on mass data have been paid more attention. There is mainly theoretical and pint-sized research among the current productions [1~8]. Nowadays, the research on data mining integrated system is few. However, this is a practical question to be solved.

MATLAB is famous for its outstanding data calculation and visual graphic representation function, which is superior to other software [9]. SPM is one of its successful examples for its advantage in GUI and mass data processing [10]. Its success proves the feasibility of developing data process and analysis software based on MATLAB.

This study took full advantage of the current database and visualization technology, constructed multi-arithmetic spatial data mining system based on MATLAB7.1, expecting to make helpful discussion on the disposing of mass data in SDM and the application of MATLAB in SDM, visualization and system construction.

II. DESIGN OF M-SDM

M-SDM is the integrated SDM system, which is based on MATLAB and coded in M-language. It faces mass data and integrates multi-algorithm of SDM, and has excellent interaction with users.

A. Study purpose and demand analysis

On the basis of MATLAB and SDM fundamental theory, we take the practical needs of spatial information management and processing, SDM construction and result analysis into consideration, aiming to discuss the application of MATLAB in SDM and spatial vector data process, and to provide effective technological means for mass data process and visually evaluation in SDM.

Through kinds of communication with users, we found out the user demand is as following:

(1) The system can implement the mainly algorithms for SDM. Faced to mass data, users can complete the whole process of SDM by simple operation in friendly interface.

(2) During the SDM process, enhance the interactivity between users and the system. And users can gain the inter-results visually.

(3) The system should provide multiple exporting modes to exhibit the results in intuitive manner which is convenient for analyzing and decision-making.

B. Design of the architecture

M-SDM has a triplex architecture—data source, spatial data miner and user interface (see figure 1). Users select...
the related data through spatial database management tool
directly, analyze the query results visually, and then
extract the data which is related to the target domain.
Afterwards, users analyze the extracted data by kinds of
data mining methods to choose the appropriate methods.
And then, users set the corresponding parameters
interactively to mine the latent rules and patterns. The
 gained information and knowledge is fed back to users in
a visual manner, so they can analyze and evaluate the
knowledge in order to support spatial decision-making.

During the whole process of data mining, each tier is
interpenetrated with others. Users can control each step.
Moreover, we can get the final satisfying results by
iterative man-machine interaction.

Figure 1. The architecture of M-SDM

C. Design of the main function

Based on the user demand and the design of system
architecture, this system should have the following basic
functions: 1) Visualization of the original data. The
original data should be displayed in series of visualization
technology and means, so the users can understand the
distribution and statistics information of the spatial data
well. 2) Data reduction. Carry out data processing and
character extracting and choose partial data to represent
the whole data set by wiping off the redundant or
meaningless data. 3) Data pre-processing. Convert the
original data into the target format of SDM algorithm,
including data standardization, discretization and so on. 4)
Knowledge discovery and visualization. We mine the
latent knowledge and patterns by effective SDM
algorithms, and feed them back to users by visualization
technology.

Figure 2. The functional structure of M-SDM

In general, the main functions of M-SDM include
database management, data pre-processing, SDM and
visual assessment. The functional structure of the system
is shown in figure 2. In this system, we can carry out
spatial association rule mining, spatial clustering
analyzing and decision tree analyzing. Moreover, the
three parts of SDM adopt Apriori, fuzzy clustering and
C4.5 algorithm, respectively.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF GUI

Under the support of Graphical User Interface
Development Environment (GUIDE) in MATLAB7.1,
according to the main interface character of current
software, M-SDM offers several interactive operation
such as form input, menu and direct interaction. The
built-in dialog box can not only help to simplify the
system development, but also make the interface more
humanistic and interactive. The main involved ones
include question dialog box, message dialog box, input
dialog box and list dialog box, which are realized by
questdlg, msgbox, inputdlg and listdlg function,
respectively.

The main interface of M-SDM is comprised of three-
module buttons and other assistant function buttons (see
figure 3). Each module integrates database management,
data pre-processing, specific SDM algorithms, visual
expression and assessment, and other function. The
interfaces of modules mainly include menu, toolbar,
butions, input section, assistant view section and
information output section (see figure 5, 6 and 10).

Figure 3. Main interface of M-SDM

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION OF MAIN
FUNCTION

A. Connection with database

In order to make full use of current database
technology to manage and process data, we consider the
characteristic of database connection in MATLAB, and
adopt ODBC to realize the connection with database in
M-SDM which is carried out mainly by calling Database
Toolbox and Visual Query Builder. Figure 4 shows the
interface of Visual Query Builder.

Besides, Database Toolbox of MATLAB offers some
related functions to help connect and operate the database,
such as connection, cursor, fetch, insert, update, set and
so on. These functions can be used to supplement Visual
Query Builder and perfect the interaction between M-SDM and database.

Figure 4. The interface of Visual Query Builder

B. Spatial association rule mining

Because of the technical methods and other limitations, people’s knowledge of land use mode in different topographic forms is fuzzy. Nowadays, we pursue a high efficient utilization mode of land resource, so the fuzzy cognition must be improved under the support of advanced concept and technical method, then the comprehensive production ability of land resource may be exploited better. Under the support of spatial association rule mining module in M-SDM, we study and discuss the association rule between land use type and the corresponding land slope.

The study area is Ancheng village of Pingyin county in Shandong province in China. According to the China land classification criterion [11], there are 24 land use types in Ancheng which distribute in different topographic forms. The data comes from the production of Ancheng 1:10000 land use renewed survey database in 2004 and the 1:10000 geographical map of Ancheng in 2004.

After being set the support threshold and confidence threshold as 0.1 and 0.5 respectively, the system calculates association rule—“land use type → slope” automatically. The gained rule is as following: in Ancheng, when land use type is grass ground and the land slope is below 2°, the support and confidence of this rule are 18.86% and 97.01%, respectively (see figure 5).

According to our study [12], we find out that the area of land whose slope in Ancheng is below 2° accounts for 49.43% of the total area of this village while the area of grass land accounts for 20.14%, and the area of grass land whose slope is below 2° accounts for 88.89% of the total area of grass land. Thus it can be seen that there are some irrationalities of the land use in this village. The local land managers and decision-makers should make right land planning to guide local land use.

C. Spatial clustering analysis

Nowadays urban land grading is carried out in national and provincial scale [13, 14], but the land grading in country scale is weak and is of great significance to strength land management and perfect land grading [15]. We carry out the land grading of Changqing district in Jinan based on spatial clustering module in M-SDM, aiming to find out the regional differences of land quality and provide reference for land grading in country scale.

Changqing is located in the middle of Shandong province in China, and it is 22km far away from Jinan city. It was authorized by State Department to become a district of Jinan but not a county yet. Now there are 10 offices, towns or villages under its jurisdiction—Wenchang, Ping’an, Guyunhu, Wufengshan, Guide, Xiaoli, Zhangxia, Wande, Mashan, Shuangquan. Based on the current production of land classification and...
grading and the acquirement of related data or information, we establish the land grading index system for Changqing district (see reference 16).

After data pre-processing, we set the demarcate coefficient, the sort number and the confidence as 0.10, 3, 0.76 respectively. The gained result of land grading in Changqing is shown in figure 6. Furthermore, we adopted the same index system to grade the land in Changqing by the method of multi-factor synthetical evaluation, and it is also divided into 3 grades [16]. Meanwhile, we evaluated the price of commercial land in each town according to the samples of land market research and chose the price of commercial land in the highest level to validate the rationality of the results from the two methods. Figure 7 denotes the comparison of the results. We can see that, compared to the method of multi-factor synthetical evaluation, the grading result from spatial clustering is more practical and the grade borderline is more clear.

D. Decision tree analysis

Agricultural land classification can be seen as a classification assessment question about mixed spatial data which is from the quantized factors. And the result is the agricultural land grading. So we carry out the agricultural land classification, aiming to provide new method for agricultural land classifying.

The study area is Luanwan village in Pingyin county of Shandong in China, and the data resource is Pingyin agricultural land grading and classification database in 2002. There are 2353 assessing units. According to the characteristic of agricultural land resource and data resource, we choose the agricultural land grade index, location condition, cultivating advantage, land-use intension, land-use structure, land-use intensive degree and land operating benefit as test attributes. On the principle of equality of spatial distribution and sample class, we select 2118 units (90%) as the training set while the other 10% as the testing set. The distribution of training-set samples in the study area is shown in figure 8.

If the tree is too numerous and jumbled, some junior branches may be affected by abnormal value. So we need to prune it to avoid the over-fit. The optimal tree model of agricultural land grading in Luanwan is presented in figure 9. In decision tree analysis module, users can look over the information of each node. For example, in figure 9, it is the decision condition that if agricultural land grade index is between 3.5 and 2.5, location condition is below 2.5 and land operating benefit is below 1.5, then the grade is I. This tree contains 22 “if-then” rules.

We utilized the 235 test samples to validate the assessing veracity of this decision tree model (the result is shown in figure 10). It was calculated that the assessing veracity rate accounts for 95.74%. Moreover, we evaluated the model by ten-iteration crossing validation and the average assessing veracity rate is 95.65%. Compared with the traditional methods, decision tree analyzing method not only can understand the spatial data better, find out the relationship between spatial data and non-spatial data and avoid the limitation of subjective estimation, but also is propitious to update agricultural land grading data fast.

V. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This study has made an instructive discussion about constructing the spatial data mining system on the platform of MATLAB. In our further study, we should take more advantage of spatial reasoning and expert system, process SDM from object oriented spatial database, optimize the algorithm, improve the efficiency, and build an intelligentized spatial data mining system.
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